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Hilary Sandler and Katie Ghantous
UMass Cranberry Station
UMass Update Meeting Jan. 30, 2020
Wareham, MA
Credit to Thierry Besançon, Rutgers, for slide outline, data, and images
DETERMINING WEED 
IMPACTS
• Practical threshold uses 
in cranberry
•Why interested in weed 
thresholds in cranberry?
•Why not used in the past?
• Creating a weed impact library
• Examples of preliminary findings
• Next steps….
THRESHOLD CONCEPTS
• Economic  Injury  Level – is  it  a pest?
• Economic  Threshold - density at which controls  
are applied so populations do NOT reach EIL.
• Action  Threshold - practical estimate of ET
• Level of infestation at which treatment is justified to  
keep pests from causing economical losses.
PRACTICAL THRESHOLD USE: 
SPANWORMS AND CUTWORMS
ðAction thresholds in 
cranberry:
• Spanworms: 18 average 
per sweep set







Pest  never  reaches  threshold












Modified  Equilibrium  after  Trmt
MEP
PRIORITY  RATINGS Weed Guide
Example  of  Priority  Rating  Page
WHY ARE WE INTERESTED IN 
WEED THRESHOLDS?
• Thresholds are key IPM tools!
• Visually unpleasant, but no impact 
on yield or quality.
• Decision support system could help 
prioritize inputs.
• Adverse impacts beyond yield.
• Berry quality
• Hosting other pests
Pineweed, T. Besançon
WEEDS  VS. INSECTS
§Weeds tend to exist in mixed communities
§Determining causation is challenging
ðAre weeds present because cranberry growth is 
poor, or vice versa ?
§Need to include high densities to capture 
worst-case scenarios
§Multi-year data are needed to improve confidence
•Collaboration: MA, NJ, and WI
•Weed species
•Dewberry (Rubus spp.)
• Slender-leaved goldenrod (Solidago tenuifolia)
• Yellow loosestrife (Lysmachia terrestris)
•Carolina redroot (Lachnanthes caroliniana)
•Maple (Acer spp.)




• 40 random quadrats per weed 






ðBerry yield, number, %rot
ð% Insect damage
ðColor / Brix / TAcy
ðCranberry vine biomass (MA only)
• Establish methodology to document weed 
impacts on yield and quality
• Test methodology across a spectrum of 
weed species and regions
• Long-term: establish library of weed 
thresholds for growers, crop scouts, and 
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weed biomass vs. total 
berry yield -0.57 0.0001
weed number vs. total 
berry yield -0.46 0.002
weed biomass vs. 
average berry weight -0.34 0.03
weed biomass vs. 
good berry number 0.39 0.01
DEWBERRY - 2018
Rubus spp.


















Dewberry weight (g 0.5 m-2)





Weed weight vs. total 
berry yield -0.49 0.0014
Weed groundcover 
vs. total berry yield -0.48 0.0017
Weed weight vs. 
berry color -0.55 0.0002





Moss biomass vs. 
CB vine biomass -0.42 0.002
Moss biomass vs. 
marketable berry yield - 0.31 0.02
Moss biomass vs. 
berry density -0.29 0.04
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Fruit insect damage (%) vs. 
CRR density
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Berry yield vs. weed 
weight -0.43 0.0001
Fruit insect damage vs. 








Berry density vs. 
weed density -0.44 0.005
Berry yield vs. weed 
density -0.27 0.09
Fruit injury vs. weed 
density 0.35 0.03
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Fruit density (no. m-2) vs. YLS density
RED MAPLE – 2018
Acer rubrum
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Berry yield vs. 
weed density -0.44 0.0004
Berry yield vs.
weed weight -0.40 0.01
SUMMARY
•Appears reasonable to relate weed  
growth and/or density to: 
• Yield 
• Fruit quality
•Other pests such as insects
FUTURE RESEARCH
ðRepeat data collection in 2020 to assess 
consistency among relationships
ðRefine methodology to improve 
repeatability
ðAdd new species and regions where 
possible
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